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ABSTRACT, The relation belwcoii the enii,^ .sioii spectra ef ions incorporated into
eolnnrless grcmml materials like K2VSO4, CaO, etc,, and the absorption spectra of the same 
ion in crystals is dLscussed. Both kinds of spectra are shown to consist of distinct groups of 
more or less sharp lines. A clas.sificntioii of the absorption spectra of ion?^  in crystals, as
carried out by the writer previously, is given in which electronic tninsitions arc assigned for 
the separate groups of lines, one for each gnmp. Tn nccordancc with this, clcttronic transitions 
are proposed for interpreting the groups of emi.ssion lim's. The possible transitions are discussed 
in the hght of Van Meek’s theory of the absorption spectra of the rare earth ions in solids. The 
phosplK>rcsccnt radiations emitted are legarded wlioll\' i|na<hnpolc in nature and the corres 
ponding selection rules arc utilised in the as.signnuail of transitions. The proposed transitions 
explain qualitatively the position of the groups, the intervals between tlu in and their relative 
intensities. Some of the rare earth ions show liiu' fluon sccnct' in pure condition vvhethcr in 
.solution or in crystals ; the absence of such fluorescence in the case of Nd' '  ^ ions is discuased.
The line eniissioii spoctrn of the rare earth ions in solids and in solid solutions, 
viz., the phosphores, have been widely investigated by Tomaschek and his col­
laborators J In pure solids the visible fluorevScence spectra were found to consist 
of fairly sharp lines at low temperatures, and like the absorption spectra of the 
same ions in hydrated crystals they divided into distinct groups. It was noticed 
by these authors that, in general, there is a relation between the emission and 
absorption spectra of the same ion and they ai e supposed to arise from a similar 
type of electronic transitions, Gobrecht- recently extended these investigations 
to the infra-red side and interpreted the origin of the groups of lines as due to 
transitions from an excited stale of the 4/-electrons to the dilTerent levels of the 
ground term multiplct. But this kind of fluorescence has not been found to 
occur in all the ions of the rare earth group; only in four out of the fourteen, viz,, 
in Sm, Eu, Tb and I)y, which are symmetrically placed with respect to (^d, this 
was observed.
The other kind of emission spectra, viz-, that given out by the rare earth ions 
present in phosphores, arc known in cases of almost all the ions of the group v^ ith
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the exception of Ce/ ' ‘ I'lie phosphores are prepared by incorporating a minute 
quuntily of the pure salt in colourless ground materials (generally consisting of 
the oxides and sulphides of the alkaline earth metals) and when excited by strong 
ultra-violet light or by a beam of cathode rays they give out characteristic spectra. 
These phosphorescent spectra are very rich in lines, which are extremely sharp 
even at the ordinary temperature. For those ions which emit both the fluores­
cent and phosphorescent spectra the centres of the groups of lines emitted were 
found to coincide nearly  ^ although each group in the latter was somewhat more 
spread out. Tliis has been regarded as indicating that same electronic transitions 
were responsible for the two types of emission spectra, while the difference in 
their finer structure was to be attributed to the influence of the environments in 
which the ions were placed in the respective cases. Gobrccht has recently ana­
lysed the phosphorescent line spectra of Pr’’ on this hypothesis. In this paper 
it is proposed to interpret the spectra emitted by Nd-phosphores on similar lines.
T H E  A B S O R P T I O N S P E C T R A  O F  N +  ^ T O N S  I N  C R Y S T A ll S.
The absorption spectra of Nd^ *"^  ions in crystals were partially classified W  
the writer in a previous communication.'’ Each group of absorption lines was 
supposed to be due to a single electronic transition from the ground level to an 
upper excited level in the 4/-shell; the finer structure inside the groups was assum- 
ed to be due to the Stark-splitting of the energy levels as well as to the super- 
])Osition of lattice oscillations. In ' ions containing three 4/-eleclrons tl^ ie 
terms allowed by Russell-vSaunders coupling arc given by "*(5 , G, /) aiid
^(P, i), F. G, H, /, K, L), The relative positions of the levels of same multi­
plicity may be denoted according to Hund’s rules by
KS >  >  *^^F !> ^G !> 'I for the quartets
and similarly for the higher doublet levels. Again, the multiplels being all 
normal here, the ground level, which is the lowest level of the state, is to be 
denoted by In the process of absorption, an electron was assumed to jump
from this basic level to the components of upper quartet and doublet states, accord­
ing to the rules of selection laid down for quadrupole and other higher order 
radiations. In tabic I the frequencies of the C.G.s' of the groups of absorption 
lines and the corresponding transitions arc given. If the ground term
represent the zero in t]ie energy scale, the frequencies given in table I 
correspond to the absolute energy values of the upper levels, and it is possible to 
construct wdth them the energy level diagram for the ions in question.
T abi,e I .
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C. G. of the groups. Int. Tran si t ions a ssi giic (1. Changes in 
L and /.
1
I  :
1
i
(») n . 5 5 J weok
/ U / 0
— 2; — 2
1
i U )  12,509 „  i stron g ™ 2; - T
(iiil 13.534 .. ! M J» 0
(/v) I 4 ,7QI „  1
1
fair ; + i
I I
(f) 15,980 w eak
( U )  17,130 „ stro n g M ; - 1
(iii) 18,900 „  1 j)
1 .5
II ; 0
(h») 19,622 fa ir ^ 4 ;  _ 2
b )  21,103 „ stro n g “ 4 ; “ 1
m
If __^ “TTj II / 7^  / — 1 ;  0
(i) 2 4 .7 5 7 weak
!  V / «
- 2 ;  - 1
(ii) 28,486 ,, fa ir
- 1 ;  + i
(Hi) 3 0 , ^ T 2 II
(iv) 33.049 w e ak — 2; 0
III
v) 34,201 C u r ' weak “ -3 ;  - 2
vi) 38,283 i II U
I. ; - I
vii) 3 9 .7 St) very w eak
' a -  4 ; ^ 3
viii) 42,375 v e ry  w eak „ 2
In a few transitions in table I there are departures from the selection rules 
of quadrupole radiation, 'riiese are possible according to Van Vleck only in 
strong asymmetric crystalline fields and will be discussed later.
T H n  E  Af r S S T O N S E C T R A 0  !• N rb  ^  ^ [ () N S T N P H O S P H 0  R E  S.
The emission lines of Nd-i)hosi»liore recorded by 'romaschek under different 
modes of excilalion are given ill tables 11(a) and II(ld. In table 11(a) the lines 
from K2vS()4Nd under optical excitation are entered and they form only one 
gioup of lines in the near infra-red. Table 11(6) contains the lines obtained from
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CaO-Nd phosphore excited by means of cathode rays. It is found that the lines 
are much more numerous when the phosphore is bombarded by a beam of cathode 
rays, the lines in table 11(6) give rise to several groups in addition to the 
group in the near infra-red contained in 11(a). On comparing the wavenumbers 
of the infra-red lines present in both the tables it will be noticed that they do not, 
in general, agree. This is of course expected when the ground materials in the 
two cases are different. In addition to the lines emitted by the phosphores, the 
emission lines of Nd-glass are also given in the table 11(a).
T a bi.e  11 (a ).
Infra‘red lines from KgSO+Nd (at — iHo°).
V’ Int j
1
C.G. of the group. ---------------
\
1 1 ,1 3 0  c m " > 4
3 0 1  „ 3
3 8 6 2
387 3 1 1 ,3 3 0  c m ~ t
4 3 9  •, 3
444
48a
5^ 3
584
*"11.396-
1 1 , 2 6 6  , ,
6
A
strong
band
 ^ f$niission from Nd-rfass (at — i8o*)
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TAB1.E II (b).
Emission from CaO. Nd. (at+2o°).
In t. 1 C.G. In t.
10,609 Cm”^ 3 21,316 Cui“' w
657 3 453 „ 1 ni
711 4 686 „
760 4 852 St
880 2 22,142 w
96s o 11,000 721 w
11,082 ,, 6
196 m 23.276 v .s t
296 .. TO 413 .. —
382 3 634 „ v .s t.
6go „ St.
11.695 „ 860 ,, .St
736 3
786 * 25,118 St,
874 - .503 St.
909 „ ]
12044 4 36,446 m
163 .. 5 12,140 „ 619 ni
211 1 98s ,1. m
288 „ 3 37.136 St
334 2 261 rn
477 1 .568 111
584 » 2 611 ,, m
13.206 2 i i ,!76
.346 2
C.G.
ji,7.^o cm
23,586 „
25.310
37,028
In table III a classification of these emission lines is proposed as arishij? out 
of transitions between term levels of the  ^ ions which were obtained from
an analysis of its absorption spectra. The table contains the C. G-’s of
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the different line groups, their average intensities, the proposed electronic 
transitions and tlie corresponding frequencies as calculated from the absorption 
data.
T a b l e  III.
C. G. of the groups.
I.
(a) 11,332 C m -’
(h) 11,320 ,,
II.
12,140 ,,
13,276 „
III.
21,73« »
23.586 „
25 310 „
IV.
(c) 27,129 „
Int. I  Transitions possible.
V strong
weak 
V .  weak
medium
strong
medium
weak
■5 j,
■5 'i!'
' *2
If ‘‘i
Changes in 
*L* and 7 ’ -
+ 2; +2
- 1 ;  “ 1 
- I ; -2
+1 ; +2 
+ 1; +1 
+ 1; o
+ 2 ; 1
Calculated from 
absorption.
11,552 Cip- ’
12,236 
13.192
24.745 ..
28,475 „
(0) Emission spectra of Nd-glass excited by light.
(6) Do o fK ,S O , -N d  „ do.
(i:) Additional group emitted by Al — Nd under cathode ray excitation
I) T S C U vS S I 0 N.
It is found that the majority of the groups of emission lines confonn to the 
scheme of cUissailicalion shown alcove, which is very similar to that adopted for 
the absorption spectra ; also they are capable of being represented by transitions 
ui the energy level diagram constructed for Nd* '" ions from the absorption 
data as shown jn  ligure i. In both of these cases, viz., emission and absorption, 
the changes which * L  ’ and ' ] ' undergo in each transition are given in the
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Corresponding table. It is found that according to the selection rules given by 
Laporte most of the specified transitions are forbidden. They can thus hardly 
be expected to give rise to lines of appreciabie intensity, observed in absorption as 
well as in emission.
Recently Van Vleck Mias discussed this Questioii with special reference to 
the absorption spectra of the rate earth ions in solids. He regarded the transitions 
as all more or less forbidden in ordinary dipole radiation and calculated 
the probability of transition in ail the other forms of radiation, which 
the ions can possibly emit under the influence of the crystalline held. 
These are tabulated below together with the allowed changes of ‘ and ' / * 
each case.
T ablk IV.
Forms of radiation vSelcc’tion rules.
1. Quadrupole
2. Magnetic Dipole
S Klcctric Dipnlc (caused l)y 
di^-tottion of the electronic 
motion due to crystalline 
fields).
+1, ± 2  (o + — >o) 
A / = o, ± 1 , ± 2  (o + — >o, i) 
A  ^o, ± T (o + — ^o)
A /  " o ,  + 1  ( o  +  — ^ o )
/\ see'
A / or A / niny 1)C cciual to | fa) i sc (no centre of
e v e n o r  c; | synimeiry)
I fb) s\) It (dissymmetry caused 
I by vibration).
As shown in the table the probability of transition is very low in each case 
being of the order of about one-niillionth of that in the ordinary dipole radia­
tion. This is ill agreement with tlie expci imeiilal results of Becqiieiel/^ who found 
that the intensity ol absorption of these ions (specially Pr ' " '  and Nd'** )^ is 
extremely low and obtained values of nl/l lo to loo scc“  ^ 'fhey are of the same 
order of magnitude as in the four cases cited alcove, as according to Van VIeck 
the calculation may lie easily out by the order of t o  to t o o . 'Ihe apparent inten­
sity of the absorption lines is due to the high c'oncenlration of the ions in the solid 
crystals.
In the case of emission spectra it is sufficient to assume that their origins 
are due to quadrupole radiation involving changes of ' 1. ’ and * J ' not gieater 
than 2 units. In the case of the absorption spectra on the other hand, the origin 
of certain faint lines have been found to involve larger changes of these two 
(Quantum numbers and are according to the views of Van VIeck to be ascribed to 
electric dipole radiations aiising out of forbidden transitions in an iinsymmetrical 
crystalline electric field. Van VIeck has discussed two different ways in wffiich 
such a field can arise. In emission the electronic transition usually occurs
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between the excited states and the different levels of the ground tenii. But it 
will be noticed that the transitions do not take place from all the different levfels 
of the upper multiplets but ouly from their lowest levels. The electron, when 
in any one of the upper level, is first brought down to the lowest level of the 
multiplet in question by thermal collisions, and from there it jumps back to the 
ground state. Many of the transitions possible in absorption do not therefore 
appear in emission ; thus it is possible to find out the multiplet separations 
of many of the upper states from the absori)tion data, but the emission 
data help only in obtaining the same for the ground state. In table III 
the possible transitions obeying the rules of quadrupole radiation are given. 
In the following it will be seen how far they can explain the intensity 
of the different groups as also the intervals between them. For convenience 
we shall divide the transitions assigned into three classes, viz.,
(а) Transitions among the quartet levels : In the table only oye such
transition is specified, Tjia., It is easy to see that other transitions
of this type are all excluded, since transitions from to other levels of
*I will involve a change in ‘ 7 ’ by more than two units while in transitions 
from other quartet levels both ‘ L  ’ and ‘ J ’ will have to change by more\ than 
two units. The intensity of this group is the highest as shown in the table. 
This is to be anticipated, because in this transition there is not only no change 
of multiplicity but also the changes in L  and J arc in the same sense.
(б) Transitions from the doublet levels to the ground state. The allowed 
transitions of this kind are
[i)  ‘7 -/9  * L
(ii) ®G.7
2»
1 I
In the table the three groups corresi»onding to (j) are given. It is expected that 
the intervals between these groups should give the splitting of the ground term 
multiplet. The separations between these levels calculated according to the 
well-known formula are given by
A  1' (*!., — >■  , ,)  _  1814 cm“ '
A  V (*IV- ] s^)= 2144
f it be assumed that the screening constant <r=34. The corresponding intervals 
from the table III will be found to be 1724 cm *’ and 1856 cm -' respectively, 
showing thereby a fair agreement. The relative intensities of the groups are 
also in accordance with the theory for the middle group where both ‘ L ’ and 
' if ’ increases by ‘ i ’ is stronger than the other two where ‘ J ’ either remains 
same or increases by 2 units. Of the remaining transitions in [ii) only one is
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present in the table, which gives rise to a group of weak lines observed only in 
Al.O a'N d.
(c) Transitions where the final level is an excited level: The table contains
two such transitions, viz., The frequency interval between
the corresponding groups of lines agrees fairly well with the separation between
the *Gf, and  ^ levels, as obtained from the absorption data. The probability
2 2
of such transitions is, however, very low from what has been said above, and 
this is shown by the extremely low intensity of these groups of lines, although 
the changes in * L  ' and ' J ' are quite favourable.
In the above portion we have seen that there is a good deal of similarity 
between the absorption and the emission spectra of Nd'^* ions, even when in 
different states of aggregation. But there are also a few points of distinction 
between the two and it seems desirable to discuss them liere. It is found that 
although the general nature of the absorption spectra remains practically ^aine 
whether the Nd  ^  ^ ions are in solutions or in crystals, or whether they 1 are 
embedded in glass or other colourless ground meterials, it makes a lot of difference 
in emission. Tims whereas the Nd '  ^ ' ions in glass or in tlie phophores gWe 
rise to the gionps of emission lines in the visible, the pure ions whether in solution 
or in crystals have not been found to emit any. This naturally leads one \o 
postulate tile influence of the foreign atoms present in bringing about the 
corresponding transitions in eiiiissiou. But such an assumption will not in 
general be valid for all the rare earth ions, as it has already been referred to above 
that some of these show line fluorescence in pure condition whether in solution 
or in crystals. On the other hand, many of the transitions shown in the energy 
level diagram in figure i arc reversible appearing both in the process df absorption 
and emisssioii, which indicates that the corresponding radiations should behave 
more or less like the resonance radiation of free atoms. It seems thus extremely 
difficult to explain why there will be no line fluorescence in ions like Nd *  ^
when in pure condition either in solution or in crystals.
In conclusion, the writer desires to express his grateful thanks to Prof, D. M. 
Bose for his kind interest and helpful discussions in course of the work.
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